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Public benefit and subsidy
The economics of land management are all important when it comes to managing 
land for nature. Speaking on Radio 4’s Farming Today in June 2016, Professor Allan 
Buckwell explained that farming subsidies were compensation for the withdrawal 
of the guaranteed prices for products which had created wine lakes and butter 
mountains. Now the payments have a public benefit justification. “We’ve discovered 
that farmers produce a lot more than just food. They are looking after the rural 
landscape, the protection of biodiversity, the storage of carbon, the prevention of 
floods; these are non-market ecosystem services.”

Here in Anglesey I look out on a hundred acres or more of permanent pasture turned 
brown with glyphosate, a landscape made ugly, bereft of biodiversity, from which 
carbon has been released, and where the opening of drains and clearing of thick 
rushes is designed to speed excess water off the land, with consequences downstream, 
and I wonder. The farmer concerned has no reason to fear that his very large subsidy 
cheque will suffer. What exactly is Professor Buckwell talking about?

In the language of subsidy, payments for environmental schemes or rural 
development come under Pillar 2. Pillar 1, the basic farm payment, is a social subsidy. 
At least that is what the farmers I engage with believe, to a person. So you get it 

Nature and the call of the wild
When ECOS first appeared as a radical voice for nature conservation in winter 1980, 
farming subsidies were driving habitat destruction, tax incentives were luring the rich 
to plant Scottish peatlands with conifers, and there was little protection for and less 
understanding of the needs of wildlife on land and at sea. Much has changed. The 
agriculture and forestry regimes are less hostile to nature, some extinct wildlife has been 
reintroduced and rewilding offers excitement. This article considers if all this is enough 
to ensure a place for nature in our crowded island, and to allow BANC to leave the field 
of battle.

JAMES ROBERTSON

Nature’s changing fortunes 
Nature has been my passion and nature conservation my vocation since before the 
birth of BANC in 1979. This has brought great rewards and also deep regret at the 
losses I have spent my life charting; but it has generally been a period of hope and 
steady advance. My sense has been that the position of nature in our society has 
been improving and the environment has ascended the political agenda.

That sense has now come to an end, the momentum lost to an uninterested 
media; ecology has been crushed by the powerful thrust of economy; forestry 
is synonymous with the business of timber and trees; and a ‘feed the world’ 
agricultural policy has been resurrected. The global context is even more sobering. 
It is worth keeping in mind, though, how much worse our environment, especially 
here in Britain, would be without the reforms and achievements over nearly four 
decades of governments and their departments and agencies, the NGO community 
and a multitude of individuals.

The fight for nature will continue, and I am optimistic that the cycle will turn and 
a new generation will take up the civilising cause of nature conservation with 
resolution and perseverance. The rewilding movement has brought a breeze 
of excitement to the picnic. The term is now being used to embrace large-
scale land management projects which break the mould of traditional nature 
conservation, which is often associated with arresting succession in order to 
maintain a particular habitat. I doubt anyone could read about Knepp Castle 
estate in Kent without cheering.  This rewilding ‘experiment’ has transformed 
thousands of acres from intensive livestock farming to naturalistic habitat mosaic 
filled with nightingale song, purple emperors floating by. The estate has shown 
that if you give nature opportunities, the results can be astonishing, and people 
will come to immerse themselves in nature in this less ordered landscape. It has 
made the operation pay by claiming farm payments, entering agri-environment 
schemes (Higher Stewardship), directly marketing its longhorn beef, Tamworth 
pork and fallow deer venison, and providing accommodation and safaris for 
the public. 

The Rough matrix: ponies and cattle, together with cutting back willow and birch,  
have opened up a matrix of rocky heath and wet basin clearings like this.  
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Bringing in the beasts
And so to reintroductions. My friends in England and Scotland are thrilled to see 
red kites in the skies above them, and to suggest that the release of Spanish or 
Swedish red kites all over the place was not really nature conservation goes down 
badly with them. But genuine native Welsh red kites had started expanding and 
turning up east of Offa’s Dyke before they were met with waves of introduced birds 
moving west, and would undoubtedly have colonised England and Scotland, given 
time. Nature requires time, humans are impatient and want to make things happen.

Some excellent early re-introductions such as that of the large blue butterfly became 
flagships, bringing attention to extraordinary lifecycles and difficult management 
issues. Perhaps this will be true of the chequered skipper reintroduction to 
Rockingham Forest, even if it is from continental, rather than Scottish stock. Beavers, 
natural river engineers, offer the promise of ecological spin-offs. But the emphasis 
on reintroductions reminds me of those enthusiastic acclimatisation societies which 
brought in so many exotics. Choughs were to be reintroduced to Cornwall before 
the birds pre-empted the plan by doing it naturally themselves. Cranes have also 
turned up naturally, all by themselves, but this hasn’t stopped the absurd crane re-
introduction project, where celebs dress up as mummy cranes to shows the babies 
how to feed. All very media-friendly, but little to do with nature conservation.

whether you deliver the goods and services which Professor Buckwell talked about 
or not. Changing this, and limiting payments to those farms which truly deliver non-
farming benefits, would open up new possibilities for managing land for nature. 

Farming for nature with trees
Joanna and I bought a small farm 25 years ago with the intention of managing the 
land for nature, and have learnt a great deal about farming along the way. We also 
bought an additional 28 acres of meadows and rough scrub-covered land, with the 
aim of taking the long view, and letting nature make the running – a kind of small-
scale rewilding. We have negotiated the tricky balance between non-intervention 
and ‘gardening’ little parcels of land, notably on our piece of rocky ‘rough’. 

Although farmed and pony-grazed for centuries, all but a few rocky outcrops and 
wet corners have turned into secondary woodland in the last 50 years. A host of 
hoverflies and moths, heathers and stonecrops, wetland plants like lesser skullcap 
and bog asphodel, adders and lizards, a dozen species of sedge and various 
heathland plants would not thrive under a dark canopy, so we have cleared trees 
and winter grazed with cattle and ponies over six winters, to open up the rough. 
The trees shield a fantastic flora of their own, with bryophytes, lichens and fungi, 
and there are some splendid individual trees, large boundary oaks and an enormous 
coppiced rowan. The aim is to meld and mix trees and mire, shrubs and rock, to 
increase the ‘edge effect’ which benefits wildlife. 

The segregation of land into farmland and forestry, and their attendant subsidies, 
work against such matrices of trees and open areas. Farmland is not allowed to have 
trees on it – they lose you your farm subsidy; while trees are caught in a forestry 
straightjacket. I would welcome the equal treatment of land which is both grazed 
and wooded as a matrix of habitats. This could be achieved either by extending 
subsidies to such land for the public benefits it affords, or by removing all such 
subsidies from woodland and farmland. Overcoming the idea that trees have to 
be planted will not be easy. But if it were accepted that land could produce food, 
timber and wildlife at the same time, the opportunities for nature would be great. 

In a South Wales valley, small children are planting trees on waste ground. They 
explain to camera that they are saving the planet. How hard not to admire the 
activity and the involvement of children in shaping their future, spades in hands. 
Yet trees are brilliant at sowing themselves into suitable ground and beginning 
the race to become landscape shapers. Such irrepressible natural vitality makes me 
astonished at the profusion of tree planting schemes. The National Trust, Woodland 
Trust and so on, are all at it. The problem is not a lack of natural regeneration. In 
Snowdonia, a thousand acres of former plantation, considered too dangerous to 
replant because of munitions left over from its military training history, have turned 
into a fabulous natural forest full of light and space, in which a profusion of heathers 
and wild berries, sedges and lichens are thriving at present. I hope rewilding does 
not allow itself to become a disguise for tree-planting. Planting trees has little to do 
with nature conservation. Given time - very little in nature’s timescales and in some 
situations very little even in short human ones - trees will plant themselves. 

A network of ponds and shallow scrapes has added diversity at the Rough,  
cattle being particularly fond of standing in water while eating Bulrush.  
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Rewilding versus re-
creating and re-homing 
Lessons from a PAWS woodland

This article discusses lessons for rewilding from pursuing complementary management 
objectives to halt and reverse species’ declines in a PAWS woodland.

SIMON LEADBEATER

Combining rewilding with countryside biogeography
My wife, Toni, and I own Priors Wood, a 54-acre woodland located near Ayot 
St. Lawrence in Hertfordshire. We also own a pasture of nearly five acres. 
Our woodland is a PAWS – a Plantation on an Ancient Woodland Site. Some 
landowners consider their woods in terms of what they want from them: for 
harvesting timber and woodfuel, for foraging and hunting, for recreation, 
for revenue generation, and combinations of all of these. The perspective 
presented in this short article is rather different. I look at my woodland and 
think, in what way has its treatment in the past contributed locally to the Sixth 
Extinction, and how can I ensure the wood’s future management militates 
against species’ declines and extinctions going forward?

To achieve this first I have tried to imagine improvements to the woodland’s 
internal structure, so that moving inwards the wood’s gradient becomes 
increasingly ‘lovely, dark and deep,’ from regular human activity in the shape 
of coppicing along ride sides to minimal intervention in the middle, to shorter 
shrubs along woodland edges to the tallest maiden trees in the centre. This 
way I can restore and enhance the woodland as a holistic habitat by slowly 
implementing a twin-pronged approach. The first strand of this entails 
‘rewilding’ the centre of the woodland, which Clive Hambler defines as the 
“restoration towards greater naturalness”1 and which Thomas Merckx has said 
should “cater for all kinds of biodiversity, i.e. for rare, range-restricted and 
ubiquitous species, for generalists and specialists, for currently threatened and 
least-concern species, for species operating at all kinds of spatial scales”.2 
Second, along the woodland edges I aim to restore the site’s relict features 
(ancient hedgerows and coppice), and to re-create some key environments in 
part by re-homing wild plants whose longer term in situ survival is doubtful, 
in a process which I will term ‘countryside biogeography’. I learned this 
phrase from Ceballos et al. and it refers to making “areas heavily impacted by 
humanity, especially agricultural areas, more hospitable to other organisms”.3 
The Hertfordshire countryside surrounding Priors Wood has most certainly 
been heavily impacted by humanity.

Freeing-up ecosystems
Nature and natural processes, the services ecosystems provide, are powerful allies 
in creating a flood-free, carbon neutral environment but have yet to be properly 
recognised in the financial mechanisms which are such an influence on farming and 
forestry. Then NGOs might be able to acquire more land, and allow nature to play 
its part in shaping inspiring places to live, work and visit. There is still so much to 
do and to change.

So there is still a need for critical debate, and a cause to be passionate about. 
Our collective feet press down on the throttle of development, numbers multiplied 
by expectations, even when we call it nature conservation. Now more than ever, 
with the framework of environmental protection crumbling in the wake on the 
EU exit vote, people need to stand up for nature. Even in this crowded isle we can 
find room for nature, allowing trees to plant themselves, and big beasts to graze 
and browse in a landscape Repton might recognise. The door is ajar, but radical 
organisations like BANC need to keep pushing at it.

James Robertson has commented on the changing world of nature conservation in ECOS and 
other magazines and journals for several decades. He lives on a small Welsh organic farm and 
manages a wildlife site which is a matrix of trees, meadows, scrub, wetland, and rocky heath.  
jamrobertson@gmail.com

Woodland regeneration at the community-based project Carrifran in Scotland's Southern Uplands. 
Photo: Steve Carver


